The Democratic primary in Alabama -- Artur Davis loses

Congressman Davis wanted to become the first black governor of Alabama. He lost to a white commissioner of agriculture. And that was breaking news according to The Washington Post.

News Alert: Ron Sparks upsets Rep. Artur Davis in Alabama's Democratic gubernatorial race
10:54 PM EDT Tuesday, June 1, 2010
--------------------

Alabama Agriculture Commissioner Ron Sparks has upset Rep. Artur Davis in the Democratic gubernatorial race, ending Davis's hopes of becoming the state's first black governor, the Associated Press projects.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/C7I8XW/QSDDA/6Z1JFK/MGJ58D/FFFLR/82/t

It is hard to imagine that a white man defeating a black man in Alabama is an upset.

Search term: davis defeated alabama Everything else I could imagine came up 0. There were 4 messages captured by this search term.

The search is on Archivist online. The same 4 tweets were found there.
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